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To process data and simulations, the ATLAS Distributed Computing (ADC) uses heterogeneous computing resources:
- Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) sites,
- Cloud resources,
- HPCs,
- Volunteer computing (BOINC), etc.

It means, ADC must:
- manage more than 700 storage endpoints on more than 150 sites,
- manage more than 200 PB of data,
- support more than 5000 users.

The very complex ADC infrastructure is managed by a team of ADC experts which are constantly under heavy load, even after continuous efforts to automate management of ADC resources.

Computing Run Coordinator

Computing Run Coordinator (CRC) shift was established to decrease load on ADC experts. CRC shifter is a person with a good overview of the ADC activities who:
- coordinates the daily ADC operations,
- is the main link within the ATLAS ADC communities,
- reports and represents ADC in relevant meetings,
- follows up and tracks open issues,
- facilitates the communication between the ADC shifts (ADCoS and DAST) and the ADC experts team.

The shift is one week long, with one additional shadow shift in the beginning and requires presence at CERN.

One year of experience showed that:
- CRC can contribute to the successful training of new ADC experts,
- CRC collaborates very well with ADCoS and, to a less intense extent, with DAST—CRC shifters recognize the efficiency of ADCoS shifters’ activity when shifts are well covered and ADCoS shifters recognize the helpful support of CRC shifters,
- ADCoS experts and CRC give a combined report on ADC weekly meeting—the goal of lowering the load on ADC experts has been achieved—"CRC has shown to be very useful and efficient."
- training of a CRC shifter is a lengthy process.

Monitoring tools:
- various monitoring pages: transfers, production, services monitoring,
- live-page—aggregated informations from different monitoring pages/frameworks—developed and maintained by CRC shifters.
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